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WEB SITE: www.biinsolutions.com

LOCATION: Monterrey & Puebla, Mexico

ORG SIZE: 20 employees

MICROSOFT AZURE ISV PROFILE:

Through innovative business and information 

technology solutions, the skillful developers 

and data scientists at Biin Solutions help their 

customers to increase their profits and 

empower them to anticipate business 

opportunities, uncover trends, and make 

smarter business decisions using predictive 

data analytics, powerful business intelligence, 

and cutting-edge IoT solutions.

• SITUATION

To help it make better and more informed strategic decisions, the accounts receivable department of a large 

financial company asked Biin Solutions to create a predictive model that would show the probability of payment 

and to detect variables that could affect directly their customers’ behavior. 

• BENEFITS

Azure Virtual Machine is a powerful tool that allows Biin Solutions to scale 

many computers in seconds and in the easiest way, from the cloud.

Azure offers accessibility from any device, so it’s easy to start a VM or any 

service without compatibility problems; this facilitates Biin Solutions’ work.

The Power of Azure Behind Finance Predictive 

Model to Discover the Probability of Payment
“During a successful predictive model delivered to a multinational company, we transformed 

information and predicted customer payment behavior using Power BI on a VM and Azure Machine 

Learning. It was magical, Azure is amazing.” – Badir Nakid, Chief Simplicity Officer, Biin Solutions

• SOLUTION

Biin Solutions chose Microsoft Azure to help implement its solution. Biin

Solutions used the power of a Microsoft Azure Virtual Machine and Microsoft 

Power BI to transform and manipulate vast amounts of data, and Azure 

Machine Learning to get the final scores and variables that gave customer the 

actionable insights it needed. These Azure features, along with Azure SQL 

Database and the high-performance computing power of the Azure Stack, 

made the work of processing the data relatively quick, easy and efficient. Biin 

Solutions was able to complete the project on time and to the satisfaction of 

the customer.
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